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INVESTIGATION DISCOVERY PROVES THAT WHEN IT COMES TO FAMILY, BLOOD IS ALWAYS THICKER 
THAN WATER IN THE PSYCHOLOGICALLY THRILLING NEW SERIES “RELATIVELY EVIL”  

 
--The Twisted Six-Episode Series Premieres Tuesday, October 15 at 9/8c–  

 
(Silver Spring, MD) – Meeting the family is a monumental step in any relationship and is arguably an 
anxious time for everyone involved. But, when the new member is met with closed doors instead of 
open arms, should they push to see what’s inside, or go running in the opposite direction? RELATIVELY 
EVIL is a psychological thriller that features six terrifying cases of family dynamics turning deadly. 
Whether it is an outsider entangled with a family capable of dangerous deeds or someone with evil 
intentions who is invited in, each episode features a true crime murder mystery where the pool of 
suspects are all from within the family. The new series RELATIVELY EVIL premieres Tuesday, October 15 
at 9/8c, only on Investigation Discovery (ID). 
 
In the premiere episode, Joey and Mark Hattenburn are building a life together in Weeki Wachee, 
Florida, even though their families don’t always see eye to eye. After their son is born, the couple tries 
to balance the demands of raising him with the responsibilities of everyday life. Everything seems to be 
under control – until deep family resentments end in a murder. When police start asking questions, they 
discover a shocking truth among the relatives that no one ever suspected.  
 
The remaining episodes featured in the premiere season of RELATIVELY EVIL include: 
 
No Secret is Safe premieres Tuesday, October 22 at 9/8c 
Location: Loris, South Carolina 
In the early morning hours of August 19, 2012, two armed attackers break into the home of retiree 
Amos Hatfield, killing him and his son Tommy, but sparing the life of Amos’s new wife Sandy Locklear. At 
first, the double murder appears to be drug related, but as investigators speak with the newly-widowed 
Sandy, they uncover a more sinister motive.  
 
Masked Motives premieres Tuesday, October 29 at 9/8c 
Location: Highland Springs, Virginia  
After dating a short time, Tyrone Coles asks Denise Gay to move in with him even though family 
members on both sides oppose of this arrangement, including Tyrone’s son Matre and Denise’s 
daughter Dominique. Tension among the newly blended family devolves into a shocking crime and a 
twisted cover up.  
 
A Family to Fear premieres Tuesday, November 5 at 9/8c 
Location: Grants Pass, Oregon 
Susan Greene and Dennis Goins get a new lease on love later in life when they marry after several 
months of dating. After they tie the knot, the couple must face each other’s dark side, and worse, family 
members. The darkness culminated in a weekend-long crime spree that tears the family apart.  



 
Living Lies premieres Tuesday, November 12 at 9/8c 
Location: Bowling Green, Kentucky 
Newlyweds Lauren and Matthew Phelps are a made-for-social-media couple: geeky, young, attractive 
and fun. But this image is shattered by a panicked midnight call to 911 to report a death. Detectives 
must determine if this murder is caused by cold medicine or if it’s a cold-blooded crime.  
 
Blood Money premieres Tuesday, November 19 at 9/8c 
Location: Mazomanie, Wisconsin 
After years in foster care, 19-year-old Matthew Graville reunites with his long-lost biological brother, 
Jeffery Voglesberg. Soon after Matthew becomes immersed in the family dynamics, cracks in the newly 
formed façade begin to appear. The ongoing rivalry and resentment leads to an unbelievable crime and 
cover up. 
 
RELATIVELY EVIL is produced for Investigation Discovery by Half Yard Productions with Sean Gallagher 
and Nicole Sorrenti as executive producers. For Investigation Discovery, Ron Simon is executive 
producer, Sara Kozak is senior vice president of production, Kevin Bennett is general manager, and 
Henry Schleiff is Group President of Investigation Discovery, Travel Channel, American Heroes Channel 
and Destination America. 
 
About Investigation Discovery 
Investigation Discovery (ID) is the leading crime and justice network on television, delivering the highest-
quality programming to approximately 85 million U.S. households. From harrowing crimes to in-depth 
investigations and heart-breaking mysteries behind these “real people, real stories”, the always 
revealing network challenges our understanding of culture, society and the human condition. The #1 
network for women in all of cable, ID’s programming is available in both high definition (HD) and 
standard definition (SD), as well as anytime and anywhere through the network’s TV Everywhere 
offering, IDGO. For exclusive web content and bonus material, fans can follow ID on Twitter, Instagram 
and Facebook or check out the network’s true crime blog, CrimeFeed.  
 
Investigation Discovery is part of Discovery, Inc. (Nasdaq: DISCA, DISCB, DISCK), a global leader in real 
life entertainment, serving a passionate audience of superfans around the world with content that 
inspires, informs and entertains. Available in 220 countries and territories and 50 languages, Discovery 
delivers over 8,000 hours of original programming each year and has category leadership across deeply 
loved content genres around the world. For additional information about ID, please visit 
InvestigationDiscovery.com  
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